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(54) SECURE DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM

(57) The present invention provides a method, an ap-
paratus, and a system for securely transmitting data. A
method for securely transmitting data is provided, where
the method includes: sending, by a user terminal, a re-
source access request carrying a first authentication
header field to a server, where the first authentication
header field includes a user identifier and a server iden-
tifier; and receiving a request response returned by the
server, where the request response includes a second
authentication header field and a message body, where
the second authentication header field carries a third in-

tegrity digest, and the third integrity digest is obtained by
the server by performing, after receiving the resource
access request, calculation by using a third message-
digest algorithm further according to a user password
and message content; and the message body carries
message content that is encrypted by using a shared
key; where the user password is obtained from a storage
area of the server according to the user identifier carried
by the resource access request, so that M2M transmis-
sion based on the CoAP protocol can be performed se-
curely and reliably.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201110421295.6, filed with the Chinese Patent
Office on December 15, 2011 and entitled "METHOD, APPARATUS, AND SYSTEM FOR SECURELY TRANSMITTING
DATA", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to the communications field, and in particular, to a method, an apparatus, and a
system for securely transmitting data.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) protocol is applicable mainly in a machine-to-machine (Machine-
to-Machine, M2M) scenario, such as a home controller, building automation, intelligent energy, sensor-end network,
and the like. In such an environment, these machines have a relatively simple function, generally have an 8-bit processing
end and small storage space, and do not support a complex transmission protocol; and a data transmission rate is also
low. The CoAP provides a request/response interaction mode and supports embedded resource discovery, which in-
cludes key webpage concepts, such as a universal resource identifier (Universal Resource Identifier, URI) and a content
type. The CoAP can be easily translated into the HyperText Transfer Protocol (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol, HTTP) for
integration into a network.
[0004] In the CoAP, a security problem is critical, especially for some sensing data that is confidential data, for example,
a physiological characteristic parameter of a person. Moreover, many operations performed on a controller also need
to be checked for authorization, and device communication of the CoAP may span across an intermediate node that is
not trusted. Therefore, end-to-end CoAP secure data transmission is required. End-to-end secure data transmission
includes bidirectional identity authentication on a user terminal and a server, replay attack prevention, and encryption
and integrity verification of communications data.
[0005] The prior art has no effective method for ensuring separate protection on CoAP protocol and HTTP protocol
conversion information and a transmitted message body, resulting in that encryption of a CoAP message and conversion
between the CoAP and HTTP protocols cannot be implemented at the same time. Consequently, after a proxy apparatus
Proxy is added, the existing CoAP protocol cannot ensure normal transmission under a condition of ensuring encryption
security.

SUMMARY

[0006] A technical problem to be solved by embodiments of the present invention is to provide a method, a user
terminal, a server, and a system for securely transmitting data, so that M2M message transmission can be performed
securely and reliably.
[0007] In order to solve the foregoing technical problem, a first aspect of the embodiments of the present invention
provides a method for securely transmitting data, where the method includes:

sending, by a user terminal, a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field to a server, where
the first authentication header field includes a user identifier and a server identifier;
receiving a request response returned by the server, where the request response includes a second authentication
header field and a message body, where the second authentication header field carries a third integrity digest, where
the third integrity digest is obtained by the server by performing, after receiving the resource access request, cal-
culation by using a third message-digest algorithm further according to a user password and message content; and
the message body carries message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; where the user password is
obtained from a storage area of the server according to the user identifier carried by the resource access request;
and decrypting the message body of the request response by using the shared key to obtain the message content,
calculating a fourth integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the message content
and the user password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest in the request
response, verifying that the request response is valid.

[0008] Another aspect provides a method for securely transmitting data, where the method includes:
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sending, by a user terminal, a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field and a message
body, where the first authentication header field includes a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first integrity
digest, where the first integrity digest is obtained by the user terminal by performing calculation by using a first
message-digest algorithm according to a user password and message content; and the message body carries
message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; and
receiving a request response returned by a server, where the request response is returned by the server after
receiving the resource access request and verifying that the resource access request is valid, where the verifying
that the resource access request is valid specifically includes: decrypting the message body of the resource access
request by using the shared key to obtain the message content, obtaining a corresponding user password from a
storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header field, calculating a second integrity
digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message content and the obtained user pass-
word, and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity digest in the resource access request,
verifying that the resource access request is valid.

[0009] Another aspect provides a user terminal, where the user terminal includes:

a first sending module, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field to
a server, where the first authentication header field carries a user identifier and a server identifier;
a first receiving module, configured to receive a request response returned by the server and transmit the request
response to a first verifying module, where the request response includes a second authentication header field and
a message body, where the second authentication header field carries a third integrity digest, and the third integrity
digest is obtained by the server by performing, after receiving the resource access request, calculation by using a
third message-digest algorithm further according to a user password and message content; and the message body
carries message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; where the user password is obtained from a
storage area of the server according to the user identifier carried by the resource access request; and
the first verifying module, configured to generate the resource access request and transmit the resource access
request to the first sending module, and further configured to obtain the request response from the first receiving
module, decrypt the message body of the request response by using the shared key to obtain the message content,
calculate a fourth integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the message content and
the user password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest in the request
response, verify that the request response is valid.

[0010] Another aspect of the present invention provides a server, where the server includes:

a second receiving module, configured to receive a resource access request sent from a user terminal and transmit
the resource access request to a second verifying module, where the resource access request carries a user identifier
and a server identifier;
the second verifying module, configured to obtain a user password from a storage area of the server according to
the user identifier in the resource access request; and calculate a third integrity digest by using a third message-
digest algorithm according to the user password and message content, and transmit a request response carrying
a second authentication header field and a message body to a second sending module, where the second authen-
tication header field includes the third integrity digest, and the message body includes message content that is
encrypted by using a shared key; and
the second sending module, configured to send the request response from the second verifying module to the user
terminal.

[0011] Another aspect of the present invention provides a user terminal, where the user terminal includes:

a third sending module, configured to send a resource access request from a third verifying module, where the
resource access request carries a first authentication header field and a message body, and the first authentication
header field carries a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first integrity digest;
the third verifying module, configured to obtain a first integrity digest by performing calculation by using a first
message-digest algorithm according to a user password and message content, carry the first integrity digest in the
first authentication header field, encrypt the message content by using a shared key, carry the message content in
the message body, and send the resource access request carrying the first authentication header field and the
message body to the third sending module; and
a third receiving module, configured to receive a request response returned by a server, and transmit the request
response to the third verifying module.
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[0012] Another aspect of the present invention provides a server, where the server includes:

a fourth receiving module, configured to receive a resource access request sent from a user terminal, and transmit
the resource access request to a fourth verifying module, where the resource access request includes a first au-
thentication header field, and the first authentication header field carries a user identifier, a server identifier, a
message body, and a first integrity digest;
the fourth verifying module, configured to: after obtaining the resource access request from the fourth receiving
module, obtain message content that is encrypted by the user terminal and carried in the resource access request,
decrypt the message body of the resource access request by using a shared key to obtain the message content,
obtain a user password from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header field,
calculate a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message content
and the obtained user password, and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity digest in the
resource access request, verify that the resource access request is valid and transmit a request response to a fourth
sending module; and
the fourth sending module, configured to send the request response from the fourth verifying module to the user
terminal.

[0013] Another aspect of the present invention provides a system for securely transmitting data, where the system
includes:

a user terminal, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field to a server,
where the first authentication header field includes a user identifier and a server identifier; and further configured to
receive a request response and decrypt a message body of the request response by using a shared key to obtain
message content, calculate a fourth integrity digest according to the message content and a user password, and
when the fourth integrity digest is the same as a third integrity digest in the request response, verify that the request
response is valid; and
the server, configured to receive the resource access request, obtain the third integrity digest by performing calcu-
lation by using a third message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the message content and carry
the third integrity digest in a second authentication header field; encrypt the message content by using the shared
key and carry the message content in the message body; where the user password is obtained from a storage area
of the server by using the user identifier carried by the resource access request, and the message content is obtained
by the server after completing an operation of the resource access request; and send the request response carrying
the second authentication header field and the message body to the user terminal.

[0014] Another aspect of the present invention provides a system for securely transmitting data, where the system
includes:

a user terminal, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field and a
message body, where the first authentication header field includes a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first
integrity digest, where the first integrity digest is obtained by the user terminal by performing calculation by using a
first message-digest algorithm according to a user password and message content; and the message body carries
message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; and further configured to receive a request response
returned by a server; and
the server, configured to receive the resource access request sent from the user terminal, decrypt the message
body of the resource access request by using the shared key to obtain the message content, obtain the user password
from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header field, and calculate a second
integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message content and the obtained
user password; and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity digest in the resource access
request, verify that the resource access request is valid and return the request response to the user terminal.

[0015] According to the embodiments of the solution of the present invention, a message structure is divided into an
authentication header field and a message body, where the message body is encrypted by using a key to ensure security
of a message, and an integrity digest is calculated and verified to ensure secure transmission of the entire message.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0016]
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FIG. 1a is a flowchart of a method for securely transmitting data according to the present invention;
FIG. 1b is a flowchart of a method for securely transmitting data according to the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a signaling flowchart of an embodiment of obtaining a resource according to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a signaling flowchart of an embodiment of updating a resource according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a signaling flowchart of an embodiment of creating a resource according to the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a user terminal according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a server according to the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a user terminal according to the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a server according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a system for securely transmitting data provided by the present invention; and
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a system for securely transmitting data provided by the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0017] An implementation process of a method for obtaining a resource according to an embodiment provided by the
present invention is specifically as follows:
[0018] S1001. A user terminal sends a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field to a server.
[0019] Further, the first authentication header field may further include a first digest calculation parameter, where the
first digest calculation parameter includes a user identifier and a server identifier, and further includes one or a combination
of several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated key parameter. The resource access request
sent by the user terminal may further include a first integrity digest that is calculated by using a first message-digest
algorithm according to a user password and one or a combination of several parameters in the first digest calculation
parameter.
[0020] The random identifier is temporarily generated by the user terminal each time a resource access request is
sent, where the temporarily generated random identifier parameter becomes invalid after a round of resource access
request and request response is completed; therefore, a replay attack from a third party on the user terminal can be
avoided. A random identifier cnonce may be a random number, a time parameter in a UTC format, or another parameter
that provides a non-repeating variation.
[0021] Specifically, the first digest calculation parameter further includes a first resource version, and the user terminal
may further calculate the first integrity digest by adding the first resource version in the first digest calculation parameter,
and send a resource access request carrying the first resource version. The server calculates, after receiving the resource
access request, a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to a user password of
a storage area of the server and the first digest calculation parameter, where when the first integrity digest is the same
as the second integrity digest, the resource access request is valid, and the first message-digest algorithm is the same
as the second message-digest algorithm.
[0022] An initial value of the first resource version is returned by the server to the user terminal after a resource is
created successfully. In an operation of an update resource request of resource content of the same type, a resource
version is monotonous, as increase monotonously. By means of adding a resource version to a process of calculating
the integrity digest, validity of the resource version is ensured, that is, any tampering will be discovered in a process of
integrity verification. On a server, for resource access requests of a same type, for example, update resource requests,
a resource uniquely corresponds to one version every time the resource is modified, and a version of a second resource
on the server end will be updated after the modification. Therefore, that a third party performs a replay attack on the
server by using an intercepted resource access request can be avoided. For the server, in a received valid resource
access request, if a version Etag cannot correspond to an Etag of a corresponding resource on the server, the server
returns a correct Etag to the user terminal. The resource access request includes but is not limited to an obtain resource
request, an update resource request, and a create resource request.
[0023] S1002. Receive a request response returned by the server, where the request response includes a second
authentication header field and a message body, and the second authentication header field carries a third integrity digest.
[0024] The third integrity digest is obtained by the server by performing, after receiving the resource access request,
calculation by using a third message-digest algorithm further according to the user password and message content; and
the message body carries message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; where the user password is obtained
from the storage area of the server according to the user identifier carried in the resource access request; and the
message content is obtained after the server performs an operation according to the resource access request. The
second authentication header field in the request response further includes a second digest calculation parameter, where
the second digest calculation parameter specifically includes one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a
random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier, and a negotiated key parameter, and the second digest
calculation parameter may be involved in the third integrity digest.
[0025] S1003. Decrypt the message body of the request response by using the shared key to obtain the message
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content, calculate a fourth integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the message content
and the user password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest in the request
response, verify that the request response is valid.
[0026] The shared key is negotiated between the server and the user terminal, and may be a universal DH key pair,
and may be a key calculated according to a user account and the user password by using a message-digest algorithm,
where a specific calculation parameter may further include the resource access path, the server identifier, the random
identifier, the first resource version, and the like, and the message-digest algorithm of a key includes but is not limited
to DM5, DM8, SHA-1, or the like.
[0027] Being valid indicates that a parameter in the resource access request and involved in the calculation of the first
integrity digest or a parameter in the request response and involved in the calculation of the third integrity digest is not
tampered by a third party. Otherwise, the resource access request received by the server or the request response
received by the user terminal is modified in a transmission process, where a specific case may be caused by a reason
such as being tampered by a third party or a channel noise.
[0028] The first message-digest algorithm, the second message-digest algorithm, the third message-digest algorithm,
and the fourth message-digest algorithm use, preferably but are not limited to, a hash function, which specifically may
be a hash function-based algorithm such as MD4, Message digest Algorithm 5 (MD5), Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA),
or SHA-1. The user password is known to both the user terminal and the server, and is involved in calculation of an
integrity digest on both sides to verify a permission of the user terminal and information validity on both sides, where
the validity verification includes but is not limited to verifying whether a parameter used for calculating an integrity digest
is tampered by a third party.
[0029] An embodiment of the present invention provides another method for securely transmitting data, where the
method includes:
[0030] S2001. A user terminal sends a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field and a
message body.
[0031] The first authentication header field includes a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first integrity digest,
where the first integrity digest is obtained by the user terminal by performing calculation by using a first message-digest
algorithm according to a user password and message content, and the message body carries message content that is
encrypted by using a shared key.
[0032] The first integrity digest is used by a server to, after receiving the resource access request, decrypt the message
body of the resource access request by using the shared key to obtain the message content, obtain a corresponding
user password from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header field, calculate a
second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message content and the obtained
user password, and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity digest in the resource access
request, verify that the resource access request is valid.
[0033] The first authentication header field may further include a first digest calculation parameter, where the first
digest calculation parameter includes the user identifier and the server identifier, and further includes one or a combination
of several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated key parameter.
[0034] Further, the user terminal obtains the first integrity digest by performing calculation by using the first message-
digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the first digest calculation parameter. The
server calculates the second integrity digest by using the second message-digest algorithm according to the message
content, the user password, and the first digest calculation parameter, and when the second integrity digest is the same
as the first integrity digest in the resource access request, verifies that the resource access request is valid.
[0035] S2002. Receive a request response returned by the server, where the request response is returned by the
server after receiving the resource access request and verifying that the resource access request is valid.
[0036] The server decrypts the message body of the resource access request by using the shared key to obtain the
message content, obtains the corresponding user password from the storage area according to the user identifier in the
first authentication header field, calculates the second integrity digest by using the second message-digest algorithm
according to the message content and the obtained user password, and when the second integrity digest is the same
as the first integrity digest in the resource access request, verifies that the resource access request is valid.
[0037] The request response may further include a second authentication header field, where the second authentication
header field further includes a second digest calculation parameter, and the second digest calculation parameter spe-
cifically includes one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a random identifier, a resource access path, a server
identifier, and a negotiated key parameter. The server obtains a third integrity digest by performing calculation by using
a third message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the second digest calculation parameter.
[0038] Further, the user terminal obtains, after receiving the request response, a fourth integrity digest by performing
calculation by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the second digest calculation
parameter, where when the third integrity digest is the same as the fourth integrity digest, the request response is valid.
[0039] The present invention provides an embodiment for obtaining a resource. In this embodiment, a resource access
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request may be an obtain resource request. A user terminal generates, when initiating an obtain resource request GET,
a random identifier cnonce in a UTC format, and carries the random identifier in a first authentication header field of the
GET request for identifying a replay attack at a server end. The server and the user terminal involve in calculation of an
integrity digest by using a user name and a user password to perform bi-directional identity verification, where a calculation
method may be based on a hash function. A specific message digest algorithm includes but is not limited to a MD5, a
SHA, or SHA-1. A DH negotiated key parameter is carried in the first authentication header field of the GET request,
and a shared key may be a generated DH key. A flowchart thereof is shown in FIG. 2.
[0040] S201. A user terminal sends a GET request of a CoAP protocol to a proxy, where the request carries a first
authentication header field of an identifier Authorization, and a first digest calculation parameter includes a user identifier
Digest username, a server identifier realm, a resource access path uri, and a random identifier cnonce. Further, the first
digest calculation parameter may further include a proxy identifier Uri-Host. The first authentication header field further
includes, besides including the first digest calculation parameter, a first integrity digest response for completing the GET
request and authorization negotiation of a server. Specifically, a GET request is as follows:

GET (T=CON, Code=1, MID=0x7d32)
Uri-Host: exampleproxy.com,
Authorization: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm= "example.com",
uri="example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime",
cnonce=" 20111128T152000Z",
response="2a69fd5ae49cb3ad3a7094de50f7ca4f’,
g=5,
p=97,
kc=50,
where T=CON represents a message that needs to be confirmed, Code=1 represents a GET request, MID=0x7d32
is a message identifier, g and p are parameters required for DH key calculation, and kc is obtained by the user
terminal by performing calculation according to a DH key formula gx Mod p, where x is generated by negotiation by
the user terminal and the server, is stored on the user terminal, and forms a private parameter pair of a DH key
together with y at a server end. In order to prevent an attack of a third party, where the third party is not the legal
user terminal and the server, the three values may also be used as digest calculation parameters in calculation of
an integrity digest. If the user terminal and the server have a set of fixed values of g and p, it is unnecessary to carry
the parameters g and p. The random identifier cnonce is generated by the user terminal according to the UTC format
and is temporarily stored on the user terminal, and meanwhile is also used as a send time parameter. response is
the first integrity digest generated by the user terminal. The user terminal exchanges required parameters g, p, and
kc and the random identifier cnonce as well as a user name and a password by using a DH key for a combination,
and calculates an integrity digest by using a hash operation, such as MD5, where a method for calculating an integrity
digest may also be but is not limited to SHA or SHA-1. response is specifically calculated as follows:

where A1 is unq(username) ":" unq(realm) ":" passwd, and A2 is Method ":" uri.

[0041] In the formula above, an expression of a function KD is KD(secret, data) = H(concat(secret, ":", data)), where
a concat(secret, ":", data) function completes a combination of secret and data in a combining or inserting manner.
unq(X) represents obtaining content corresponding to an identifier X, for example, X is username, and specifically
username="sensor_1", accordingly, unq(username) = sensor_1. H(X) represents a hash operation performed on X.
Preferably, an MD5 method is used. Method represents that a request method is specifically GET. passwd is a user
password. Matching and a sorting combination of all variables are not limited to that illustrated in this embodiment.
[0042] S202. The proxy receives the GET request from the user terminal, obtains, according to the user identity
sensor_1 and the server identifier examplehost@host.com in the resource access request, a protocol supported by the
user terminal and the server; and completes protocol conversion of the resource access request, so that the original
CoAP GET request is converted into an HTTP GET request and the HTTP protocol is supported by the server, which
is specifically as follows:

GET example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime HTTP/1.1
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Authorization: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm= "example.com",
uri="example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime",
cnonce="20111128T152000Z",
response="2a69fd5ae49cb3ad3a7094de50f7ca4f’,
g=5,
p=97,
kc=50,

[0043] The proxy sends the converted HTTP GET request to the server.
[0044] S203. The server, after receiving the converted HTTP GET request from the proxy, first determines, according
to a send time variable in the random identifier cnonce in the first authentication header field, whether the received GET
request is a request within a valid period, records the request in a temporary expiration table if the request expires, and
when the expired GET request is received again and it is checked against the temporary expiration table that the request
is received for the second time, sends an alarm to the user terminal indicating that the message may be intercepted by
a third party and takes a corresponding measure.
[0045] When it is determined that the request is within the valid period, a user password stored on the server are
queried according to the user identity sensor_1 also get the first digest calculation parameter , and a second integrity
digest is calculated to verify the user terminal, where a second message-digest algorithm of the second integrity digest
is the same as a first message-digest algorithm of the user terminal. When it is verified that the first integrity digest is
the same as the second integrity digest, the server further calculates ks=gy Mod p, and a key for encryption is key=(kc)y
Mod p, where y is generated by negotiation by the user terminal and the server, is stored on the server, and forms a
private parameter pair of a DH key with y on the user terminal. key is used to encrypt message content to be sent by
the server as a message body of a response. A message header is as follows:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Authorization-info: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm="example.com",
uri="example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime",
cnonce="20111128T152000Z",
response="ad3c5fe472afd88cee5fa6c0a00dac2a",
ks=44,

[0046] A third message-digest algorithm of a third integrity digest response in the message header is as follows:

KD (H(A3), unq(cnonce) ":"ks":"H(A4) ":"H(data))
where in the second digest calculation parameter, A3 is unq(username-value) ":" unq(realm-value) ":"passwd, A4
is uri, and data is the message content to be sent by the server. The server returns an HTTP 200 OK response to
the proxy.

[0047] S204. The proxy converts the HTTP 200 OK response into a CoAP 2.05 response including the following
Authorization option, and sends the CoAP 2.05 response to the user terminal:

2.05 Content (T=ACK, Code=69, MID=0x7d32)
Authorization-info: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm="example.com",
uri= "example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime",
cnonce="20111128T152000Z",
response="ad3c5fe472afd88cee5fa6c0a00dac2a",
ks=44,

[0048] S205. The user terminal, after receiving the request response from the proxy, first verifies whether the random
identifier cnonce carried in the request response is the same as a value of the random identifier cnonce temporarily
stored on the user terminal; if they are the same, deletes the temporarily stored cnonce; further calculates a key=(ks)xMod
p; decrypts the message body by using the calculated shared key key to obtain the message content data; and then
performs calculation of a fourth integrity digest according to the third message-digest algorithm which is used by the
server end to calculate the third integrity digest, where the formula is as follows:
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Response_out = KD (H(A3), unq(cnonce) ":"ks":"H(A4) ":"H(data))

[0049] The Response_out value is compared with the response value in the received request response to determine
whether the response is complete and secure. If the Response_out value is different from the response value in the
received request response, it indicates that the request response is tempered by a third party, and the GET request is
ended or steps S201 to S205 are repeated to obtain a resource again; and if they are the same, an operation of obtaining
a resource is further completed.
[0050] In the process above, in this embodiment, because the third party does not know values of private parameters
x and y that form the key pair of the two parties, the user terminal and the server, the third party cannot know a final DH
key, hence cannot obtain the message content. Even when the message content is cracked, because the user password,
as a necessary parameter for calculating an integrity digest, is not known to the third party, even if the third party obtains
modification performed on any parameter of a message in transmission, a difference between an integrity digest calculated
by a receiving end and an integrity digest carried in the transmitted message is caused, which will be detected by the
user terminal or the server. A data character is added so that an obtain resource request uniquely corresponds to a
request response and a request response repeatedly sent will not processed by the user terminal because cnonce is
verified to be inconsistent. Therefore, security and integrity of a message between the user terminal and the server are
ensured.
[0051] In another embodiment for obtaining a resource according to the present invention, the shared key may be
obtained by performing calculation by using a message-digest algorithm and by using a user password that is known to
the user terminal and the server but is unknown to the third party. In order to improve complexity and security of a key,
a user identity and a resource access path may be further added as parameters for calculating the shared key. A
message-digest algorithm of a key may use but is not limited to MD5, where a formula is as follows:

key= KD (H(B1), unq(cnonce)":"H(B2)),
where B1 is unq(username) ":" unq(realm) ":"passwd, and B2 is uri. The server uses the shared key key to encrypt
data message content as the message body of the request response. Authorization of the resource access request
identifies the first authentication header field, which is correspondingly modified as follows:

Authorization: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm=" example.com ",
uri=" example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime ",
cnonce="xxx",
response="xxx",

[0052] A formula for calculating a value of the integrity digest response is as follows:

where after the formula for the terminal to calculate an integrity digest uses the shared key that is calculated by
using a password, because transmission of the shared key parameter is eliminated, the corresponding first message-
digest algorithm is modified as follows:

KD(H(A5), unq(cnonce)":"H(A6))

[0053] In the first digest calculation parameter, A5 is unq(username) ":" unq(realm) ":" passwd, and A6 is Method ":"
uri, where username is a user identity, realm is a server identifier, passwd is a user password, Method is a method of
a resource access request, and uri is an address of a requested resource.
[0054] The method of this embodiment eliminates transmission of a negotiated key parameter, so that a message
header field occupies less space; moreover, a combination of a user password and a header field parameter may be
used to obtain a shared key by using a hash algorithm. This improves confidentiality degree of information.
[0055] The present invention provides an embodiment for updating a resource. In this embodiment, a resource access
request is specifically an update resource request. Each time a user terminal initiates an update resource request PUT,
the user terminal generates a different random identifier cnonce and carry the random identifier in a first authentication
header field of the PUT request, which is used to identify a replay attack on a server side. That is, cnonce is dynamically
variable. A different cnonce is used in a sent the update resource request, and a cnonce value carried in a request
response sent by the server is obtained from the received resource access request. The server and the user terminal
involve in calculation of calculation of an integrity digest by using a user name and a user password to perform bi-
directional identity verification, where a calculation method includes but is not limited to MD5, SHA, or SHA-1. The user
terminal generates an encryption key by using information such as the user name and the user password and encrypts
data, where a flowchart thereof is shown in FIG. 3.
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[0056] S301. A user terminal initiates a CoAP PUT request, where the request carries a first authentication header
field of an identifier Authorization for completing the PUT request and authorization negotiation of a server, where a first
digest calculation parameter includes a user identifier Digest username, a server identifier realm, a resource access
path uri, a random identifier cnonce, and a resource version Etag. Further, the first digest calculation parameter may
further include a proxy identifier Uri-Host. The first authentication header field further includes, besides including the first
digest calculation parameter, a first integrity digest response. Specifically, a message header field of the CoAP PUT
request is as follows:

PUT (T=CON, Code=3, MID=0x8a54)
Uri-Host: exampleproxy.com
Authorization: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm=" example.com ",
Etag="xxx",
uri="example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime",
cnonce="cad081e0f082dfd2f a751c10cb1b0c42a",
response="xxx",

[0057] A first message-digest algorithm of the first integrity digest response is KD ( H(A1), H(A2)":"H(data)), where
A1 is unq(username) ":" unq(realm)":"unq(Etag) ":"passwd, A2 is Method ":" uri, and data is data before encryption, that
is, message content of the update resource request. Meanwhile, a message-digest algorithm of a key of the user terminal
according to a user identity username and a user password passwd is:

key= KD(H(A3), unq(cnonce)":"H(A4))
where A3 is unq(username) ":" unq(realm)":"Etag":"passwd, and the user terminal encrypts the message content
by using key as a message body of the PUT request.

[0058] S302. The proxy receives the PUT request from the user terminal, obtains, according to the user identity
sensor_1 and the server identifier examplehost@host.com in the resource access request, a protocol supported by the
user terminal and the server, and completes protocol conversion of the resource access request, so that the original
CoAP PUT request is converted into an HTTP PUT request supporting the HTTP protocol of the server. The proxy sends
the converted HTTP PUT request to the server.
[0059] S303. The server, after receiving the HTTP PUT request forwarded by the proxy, verifies consistency between
a first resource version Etag for updating carried in the first authentication header field of the received PUT request and
an original second resource version Etag of the server, where the consistency may be that after the server updates a
resource each time, a corresponding resource version is added automatically by 1 to generate a third resource version
Etag; then, when an updated resource is received subsequently, verifies that a resource version Etag to be updated
and the original resource version Etag of the server are the same, where if they are the same, it indicates that the Etag
carried in the update resource request is valid, thereby limiting a replay attack of a third party; further, in a condition that
the first resource version Etag meets the consistency: queries, according to the user identity username, a user password
stored on the server; by using a message-digest algorithm of a key that is the same as that of the user terminal according
to realm and uri in the first authentication header field in the HTTP PUT request:

key= KD(H(A3), unq(cnonce)":"H(A4))
calculates a shared key key, and decrypts the message body of the HTTP PUT request by using key to obtain the
message content; and calculates, according to the message content, a second integrity digest by using a second
message-digest algorithm:

KD (H(A1), H(A2)":"H(data)),

[0060] In a second digest calculation parameter, A1 is unq(username) "." unq(realm)":"unq(Etag) ":"passwd, A2 is
Method ":" uri, and data is data before encryption, where the second integrity digest obtained by calculation is compared
with the first integrity digest response carried in the first authentication header field of Authorization to verify integrity of
the PUT request message. If a comparison result indicates that they are the same, the server updates the resource of
the server by using the message content, which is specifically replacing the resource stored on the server with the
message content decrypted from the resource update request; adds 1 to a version of the replaced resource, that is,
generates a third resource version; and then, performs S309. If the comparison result indicates that they are different,
the server returns an authentication failure unauthorization message. If a result indicating inconsistency is obtained
when verifying the Etag, the server further performs decryption described above, and when integrity is verified, directly
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performs S304.
[0061] S304. The server returns an HTTP 401 response, where the response carries the second resource version
Etag, the third integrity digest, and the second digest calculation parameter, where the second resource version Etag
is used to instruct the user terminal to send a resource of a correct version; the third digest calculation parameter further
includes, besides including the second resource version, the user identifier, the user password, the server identifier, and
the random identifier, and obtains the third integrity digest by performing calculation by using the third message-digest
algorithm.
[0062] S305. The proxy converts the HTTP 401 response into a CoAP 4.01 response and sends the CoAP 4.01
response to the user terminal.
[0063] S306. The user terminal, after completing validity verification on the CoAP 4.01 response, resets a second
authentication header field of the resource access request according to a value of the second resource version Etag in
the request response, and re-initiates a CoAP PUT request, where a process of initiating a PUT request is the same as
step S301.
[0064] S307. The proxy receives the CoAP PUT request from the user terminal, and sends an HTTP PUT request to
the server after protocol conversion.
[0065] S308. The server receives the PUT request carrying a new Etag value, where a specific execution operation
is the same as that in step S303.
[0066] S309. The server returns an HTTP 200 OK response, where the response carries an updated third resource
version Etag, and meanwhile carries server verification information by using a second authentication header field of
Authentication-info, which includes the second digest calculation parameter: the user identifier Digest username, the
server identifier realm, the resource access path uri, and the random identifier cnonce. Authentication-info carries the
following information:

Authentication-info: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm="example.com",
Etag="xxx",
uri=" example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime ",
cnonce="61cd8ad85d002c07fd2f0bbe02f1b10c1",
response="xxx"

[0067] The message content before encryption is also used as a third integrity digest calculation parameter, that is,
the third message-digest algorithm of the third integrity digest is:

KD (H(A3), unq(cnonce)":"H(A4)":"H(data)),

[0068] In the third digest calculation parameter, A1 is unq(username) ":"unq(realm) ":"Etag":"passwd, A2 is uri, the
message content data is a message body that is to be sent and is generated by encryption by using the shared key key.
[0069] S310. The proxy converts the 200 OK response of the HTTP protocol into a CoAP 2.04 request response of
the CoAP protocol, and forwards the CoAP 2.04 request response to the user terminal.
[0070] The user terminal first verifies whether the random identifier cnonce carried in the request response is consistent
with a value of the random identifier cnonce that is temporarily stored by the user terminal; if they are the same, deletes
the temporarily stored cnonce; calculates the shared key by using the message-digest algorithm of a key and by using
the user password; further uses the shared key to decrypt the message body to obtain the message content; and
calculates a fourth integrity digest by using a formula the same as that for the server to calculate the third integrity digest.
The user terminal compares the fourth integrity digest obtained by calculation with the third integrity digest carried in the
request response; when the two are the same, completes a process of updating a resource; and when the two are
different, it may be inferred that the request response is tampered by a third party. Then the user terminal re-starts the
update process from S301 or ends the process according to a setting.
[0071] In this embodiment, a shared key is generated by using a message-digest algorithm and by using a user
identifier and a user password, so that less data is transmitted in a message, and confidentiality degree of the key is
improved. In this embodiment, calculation formulas for calculating a key and an integrity digest are all preferred solutions.
In an actual operation, on a precondition that it is ensured that the user password is used as a necessary parameter,
other data that needs to be protected or data with algorithm complexity increased may be introduced, and a data
combination of the parameters is also variable. Because a resource version is introduced, a server end also has capability
of preventing a replay attack.
[0072] In an embodiment of creating a resource according to the present invention, in this embodiment, a resource
access request is specifically a create resource request. Each time a user terminal initiates a create resource request
POST, the user terminal randomly generates a data character cnonce, and carries the data character cnonce in a first
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authentication header field of the POST request for identifying a replay attack on a server side. That is, cnonce is
dynamically variable, and a temporarily generated cnonce is used when an update resource request is sent. In such a
case, the server no longer uses an Etag that is used in the foregoing embodiments to perform replay attack prevention,
but implements replay attack prevention by using a random identifier nonce of the server that is similar to cnonce. The
server and the user terminal involve in calculation of an integrity digest by using a user name and a user password to
perform identity verification, where a calculation method includes but is not limited to MD5, SHA, or SHA-1. The user
terminal generates an encryption key by using information such as the user name and a password and encrypts data,
where a flowchart thereof is shown in FIG. 5.
[0073] S401. A user terminal initiates a CoAP POST request, which carries a user identity, a server identifier, and a
proxy identifier, where a random identifier cnonce is a random identifier generated by the user terminal and is temporarily
stored on the user terminal.
[0074] S402. A proxy receives the CoAP POST request from the user terminal, completes protocol conversion of the
resource access request according to the user identity sensor_1 and the server identifier example.com in the resource
access request, so that the original CoAP POST request is converted into a request that supports the HTTP protocol
that is supported by the server.
[0075] S403. The server receives the POST message that is forwarded from the proxy; because the user terminal
does not a nonce value in advance, a nonce parameter carried by the POST message cannot be verified by the server,
therefore, the serve returns an HTTP 401 response, which carries a second authentication header field of Authentication,
where a parameter is as follows:

Authentication-info: Digest username="sensor_1",
realm=" example.com ",
uri=" example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime ",
cnonce="xxx",
nonce="02df8a71 ed2fbd0c026dcb 1 f08510c15b",
g=xxx,
p=xxx,
ks=xxx,
where g and p are parameter required for calculating a DH key; ks=gyMod p; y is generated by negotiation by the
user terminal and the server, is stored on the server, and forms a private parameter pair of the DH key with x on a
client. In order to prevent an attack from a third party, where the third party is not the legal user terminal and the
server to modify p, g, and ks, the three values may also be added to calculation of an integrity digest as parameters.

[0076] S404. The proxy converts the HTTP 401 response into a CoAP 4.01 response and forwards the CoAP 4.01
response to the user terminal. The user terminal, after receiving the response of the server and after completing verification
of an integrity digest, further calculates a shared key key=(ks)xMod p, where x is generated by negotiation by the user
terminal and the server, is stored on the user terminal, and forms a private parameter pair of the DH key with y on the
server end, and the shared key is used to encrypt data.
[0077] S405. The user terminal re-initiates a CoAP POST request, and uses encrypted data as a message body of
the POST request. The POST request carries an Authorization option, where a parameter is as follows:

Authorization: Digest username=" sensor_1",
realm=" example.com ",
uri=" example.com/applications/firstApp/lastmodifiedTime ",
nonce=" 02df8a71ed2fbd0c026dcb1f08510c15b ",
cnonce="xxx",
response="xxx",
kc=xxx
kc is obtained by calculation by the user terminal according to a DH key formula gxMod p. A first message-digest
algorithm of a first integrity digest response is as follows:

KD (H(A1), unq(nonce)":"unq(cnonce)":"kc":"H(A2) ":"H(data))

[0078] In a first digest calculation parameter, A1 is unq(username) ":" unq(realm) ":"passwd, A2 is Method ":" uri, and
data is message content before encryption.
[0079] 406. The proxy converts the CoAP POST request into an HTTP POST request and forwards the HTTP POST
request to the server.
[0080] 407. The server, after receiving the POST request retransmitted by the user terminal, where the POST request
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carries a first resource version, calculates a shared key key=(kc)yMod p and decrypts the message body of the POST
request by using the shared key key to obtain message content; then, calculates a second integrity digest by using a
second message-digest algorithm according to the first digest calculation parameter: the message content, username,
realm, passwd, and uri; and verifies that the first integrity digest is the same as the second integrity digest, indicating
that the POST request is verified, that is, no modification is made by a third party, where the second message-digest
algorithm is the same as the first message-digest algorithm. When the POST request is verified, the server creates a
resource according to the message content and the uri; if the POST request carries the first resource version, preferably,
verifies consistency between the first resource version and a second resource version stored by the server, and generates
a third resource version is generated after creating the resource.
[0081] 408. The server returns an HTTP 200 OK response, which includes a resource access address uri of the created
resource; and when the third resource version Etag is available, further, uses the Etag as one second digest calculation
parameter to involve in calculation of a third integrity digest and carries the Etag in the request response HTTP 200 OK.
[0082] S409. The proxy converts the HTTP 200 OK reply into a CoAP 2.01 reply and forwards the CoAP 2.01 reply
to the user terminal. Firstly, the proxy verifies whether cnonce carried in the request response is the same as a value
of cnonce that is temporarily stored by the user terminal; if they are the same, deletes the temporarily stored cnonce;
further, generates a shared key by using a negotiated key parameter kc to decrypt the message body; calculates a fourth
integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the received second digest calculation parameter
and the user password; and when it is verified that the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest,
completes a creating process.
[0083] In this embodiment, nonce is used to implement replay attack prevention of a server end, where the nonce
may specifically be one or a combination of several of an IP address of a user terminal, a time parameter in a UTC
format, and a private key of a server. Compared with a replay attack prevention manner of an Etag, steps S401 to S404
are added in a signaling transmission process; however, there is no special limit on a storing manner of a resource
version, which improves an application scope under a circumstance of a loss in execution efficiency.
[0084] A user terminal provided by the present invention includes:

a first sending module 501, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field
to a server, where the first authentication header field carries a user identifier and a server identifier;
a first receiving module 502, configured to receive a request response returned by the server and transmit the
request response to a first verifying module 503, where the request response includes a second authentication
header field and a message body, and the second authentication header field carries a third integrity digest; and
the first verifying module 503, configured to generate the resource access request and transmit the resource access
request to the first sending module 501, and further configured to obtain the request response from the first receiving
module 502, decrypt the message body of the request response by using a shared key to obtain message content,
calculate a fourth integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the message content and
a user password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest in the request response,
verify that the request response is valid. The first authentication header field carried by the resource access request
further includes a first digest calculation parameter, where the first digest calculation parameter includes the user
identifier and the server identifier, and further includes one or a combination of several of a random identifier, a
resource access path, and a negotiated key parameter.

[0085] Further, the first verifying module 503 calculates a first integrity digest by using a first message-digest algorithm
according to the user password and the first digest calculation parameter, and carries the first integrity digest in the
resource access request, so that the server can calculate a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest
algorithm according to the user password and the first digest calculation parameter, where the first message-digest
algorithm is the same as the second message-digest algorithm, and when the first integrity digest is the same as the
second integrity digest, verify that the resource access request is valid.
[0086] The second authentication header field further includes a second digest calculation parameter, where the
second digest calculation parameter specifically includes one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a random
identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier, and a negotiated key parameter.
[0087] The first verifying module 503 is further configured to calculate the fourth integrity digest by using the fourth
message-digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the second digest calculation
parameter.
[0088] When the resource access request further carries a random identifier, the first verifying module 503 is further
configured to transmit the resource access request carrying the random identifier to the first sending module 501, and
store the random identifier; and when the request response from the first receiving module 502 is further received, verifies
whether the stored random identifier and the random identifier in the second digest calculation parameter carried by the
request response is the same, and if they are the same, verifies that the request response is not repeatedly sent.
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[0089] The first sending module 501, the first receiving module 502, and the first verifying module 503 of the user
terminal are further configured to execute a procedure of a corresponding function in the foregoing method embodiments,
which is not described repeatedly herein.
[0090] A server provided by the present invention includes:

a second receiving module 601, configured to receive a resource access request sent from a user terminal and
transmit the resource access request to a second verifying module 602, where the resource access request carries
a user identifier and a server identifier;
the second verifying module 602, configured to obtain a user password from a storage area of the server according
to the user identifier in the resource access request, calculate a third integrity digest by using a third message-digest
algorithm according to the user password and message content, and transmit a request response carrying a second
authentication header field and a message body to a second sending module 603, where the second authentication
header field includes the third integrity digest, and the message body includes message content that is encrypted
by using a shared key; and
the second sending module 603, configured to send the request response from the second verifying module 602 to
the user terminal.

[0091] The first authentication header field carried by the resource access request further includes a first digest cal-
culation parameter, where the first digest calculation parameter includes the user identifier and the server identifier, and
further includes one or a combination of several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated key
parameter. The second verifying module 602 calculates a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest
algorithm according to the user password and the first digest calculation parameter, and when the first integrity digest
in the resource access request is the same as the second integrity digest, verifies that the resource access request is valid.
[0092] The second authentication header field in the request response further includes a second digest calculation
parameter, where the second digest calculation parameter specifically includes one or a combination of several of a
user identifier, a random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier, and a negotiated key parameter.
[0093] The second verifying module 602 is further configured to calculate the third integrity digest by using the third
message-digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the second digest calculation
parameter.
[0094] When the first digest calculation parameter further carries a first resource version, the second verifying module
602 is further configured to compare whether the first resource version is the same as a second resource version stored
locally on the server, where if they are the same, the resource access request is not repeatedly sent; after it is verified
that the resource access request is valid, transmit the request response to the second sending module 603, where the
request response further carries the first resource version.
[0095] The second sending module 603, the second receiving module 601, and the second verifying module 602 of
the server are further configured to execute a procedure of a corresponding function in the foregoing method embodi-
ments, which is not described repeatedly herein.
[0096] A user terminal provided by the present invention includes:

a third sending module 701, configured to send a resource access request from a third verifying module 702, where
the resource access request carries a first authentication header field and a message body, and the first authentication
header field carries a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first integrity digest;
the third verifying module 702, configured to obtain a first integrity digest by performing calculation by using a first
message-digest algorithm according to a user password and message content, carry the first integrity digest in the
first authentication header field, encrypt the message content by using a shared key, carry the message content in
the message body, and send the resource access request carrying the first authentication header field and the
message body to the third sending module 701. The third integrity digest is obtained by the server by performing,
after receiving the resource access request, calculation by using a third message-digest algorithm further according
to the user password and the message content. The message body carries message content that is encrypted by
using a shared key, and the user password is obtained from a storage area of the server according to the user
identifier carried by the resource access request; and a third receiving module 703, configured to receive a request
response returned by a server, and transmit the request response to the third verifying module 702.

[0097] The request response includes a second authentication header field, where the second authentication header
field further includes a second digest calculation parameter, and the second digest calculation parameter specifically
includes one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a random identifier, a resource access path, a server
identifier, and a negotiated key parameter.
[0098] Further, the third verifying module 702 obtains, after receiving the request response, a fourth integrity digest
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by performing calculation according to a fourth message-digest algorithm, and when the third integrity digest in the
request response is the same as the fourth integrity digest, verifies that the request response is valid.
[0099] The first authentication header field further includes a first digest calculation parameter, where the first digest
calculation parameter includes the user identifier and the server identifier, and further includes one or a combination of
several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated key parameter.
[0100] The third verifying module 702 is further configured to obtain the first integrity digest by performing calculation
by using the first message-digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the first digest
calculation parameter, and carry the first integrity digest in the resource access request, so that the server further, after
receiving the resource access request carrying the first integrity digest, calculates a second integrity digest by using the
user password, the message content, and the first digest calculation parameter and by using a second message-digest
algorithm, and when the first integrity digest is the same as the second integrity digest, verifies that the resource access
request is valid, where the first message-digest algorithm is the same as the second message-digest algorithm. The
third verifying module 702 is further configured to generate and store a random identifier, and further receive a request
response that is from the server and forwarded by the third receiving module 703, where the random identifier in the
second digest calculation parameter in the request response is obtained by the server from the first digest calculation
parameter; and the third verifying module 702 verifies whether the stored random identifier is the same as the random
identifier in the second digest calculation parameter carried by the request response, and if they are the same, determines
that the request response is not repeatedly sent. When the first digest calculation parameter further includes a first
resource version, the third verifying module 702 further calculates the first integrity digest by using the first resource
version of the first digest calculation parameter, where an initial value of the first resource version is returned by the
server to the user terminal after a resource is successfully created; and the user terminal stores, when it is verified that
the request response is valid, a third resource version carried in the request response returned by the server.
[0101] A server provided by the present invention includes:

a fourth receiving module 801, configured to receive a resource access request sent from a user terminal, and
transmit the resource access request to a fourth verifying module 802, where the resource access request includes
a first authentication header field, and the first authentication header field carries a user identifier, a server identifier,
a message body, and a first integrity digest;
the fourth verifying module 802, configured to: after obtaining the resource access request from the fourth receiving
module 801, obtain message content that is encrypted by the user terminal and carried in the resource access
request, decrypt the message body of the resource access request by using a shared key to obtain the message
content, decrypt the message body of the resource access request by using a shared key to obtain the message
content, obtain a user password from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header
field, calculate a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message
content and the obtained user password, and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity digest
in the resource access request, verify that the resource access request is valid and transmit a request response to
a fourth sending module 803; and
the fourth sending module 803, configured to send the request response from the fourth verifying module 802 to
the user terminal.

[0102] The first authentication header field carried by the resource access request further includes a first digest cal-
culation parameter, where the first digest calculation parameter includes the user identifier and the server identifier, and
further includes one or a combination of several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated key
parameter.
[0103] The fourth verifying module 802 is further configured to calculate the second integrity digest by using the second
message-digest algorithm according to the message content, the user password, and the first digest calculation param-
eter, and when the first integrity digest is the same as the second integrity digest, verify that the resource access request
is valid, where the first message-digest algorithm is the same as the second message-digest algorithm.
[0104] Further, the request response carries a second authentication header field, where the second authentication
header field further includes a second digest calculation parameter, and the second digest calculation parameter spe-
cifically includes one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a random identifier, a resource access path, a server
identifier, and a negotiated key parameter. The fourth verifying module 802 is further configured to calculate a third
integrity digest by using a third message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the second digest calcu-
lation parameter, and carry the third integrity digest in the request response, so that the user terminal may calculate a
fourth integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the second digest
calculation parameter, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest, verify that the request
response is valid. When the first digest calculation parameter further carries a first resource version, the fourth verifying
module 802 is further configured to compare whether the first resource version is the same as a second resource version
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stored locally on the server, where if they are the same, the resource access request is not repeatedly sent; after it is
verified that the resource access request is valid, complete an operation of the resource access request, update the
second resource version to a third resource version, and further calculate the third integrity digest by using the third
resource version.
[0105] A system for securely transmitting data provided by the present invention includes:

a user terminal 901, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field to a
server 902, where the first authentication header field includes a user identifier and a server identifier, and further
configured to receive a request response and decrypt a message body of the request response by using a shared
key to obtain message content, calculate a fourth integrity digest according to the message content and a user
password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as a third integrity digest in the request response, verify
that the request response is valid; and
the server 902, configured to receive the resource access request, obtain the third integrity digest by performing
calculation by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the message content
and carry the third integrity digest in a second authentication header field; encrypt the message content by using
the shared key and carry the message content in the message body; where the user password is obtained from a
storage area of the server 902 by using the user identifier carried by the resource access request, and the message
content is obtained by the server 902 after completing an operation of the resource access request; and send the
request response carrying the second authentication header field and the message body to the user terminal.

[0106] A system for securely transmitting data provided by the present invention includes:

a user terminal 1001, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field and
a message body, where the first authentication header field includes a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first
integrity digest, where the first integrity digest is obtained by performing calculation by using a first message-digest
algorithm according to a user password and message content; and the message body carries message content that
is encrypted by using a shared key; and further configured to receive a request response returned by a server 1002;
and
the server 1002, configured to receive the resource access request sent from the user terminal, decrypt the message
body of the resource access request by using the shared key to obtain the message content, obtain the user password
from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header field, calculate a second integrity
digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message content and the obtained user pass-
word, and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity digest in the resource access request,
verify that the resource access request is valid and return the request response to the user terminal.

[0107] In the embodiments of the present invention, the user terminal and the server include at least one processor
(for example, a CPU), at least one network interface or another communications interface, a memory, and at least one
communications bus for implementing connection and communication between these apparatuses. The processor is
configured to execute an executable module stored in the memory, for example, a computer program. The memory may
include a high speed random access memory (RAM: Random Access Memory), or may further include a non-volatile
memory (non-volatile memory), for example, at least one magnetic disk memory or optical disc. A communications
connection between a system gateway and at least one other network element is implemented through the at least one
network interface (which may be wired or wireless), and Internet, a wide area network, a local area network, or a
metropolitan area network may be used. In some implementation manners, the memory stores a program, where the
program may be executed by a processor, and the program is used to execute the steps of the foregoing method
embodiments.
[0108] The above are merely provided as exemplary embodiments of the present invention, but are not intended to
limit the protection scope of the present invention. Any modification, equivalent replacement, and improvement made
within the spirit and principle of the present invention shall all fall within the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for securely transmitting data, comprising:

sending, by a user terminal, a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field to a server,
wherein the first authentication header field comprises a user identifier and a server identifier;
receiving a request response returned by the server, wherein the request response comprises a second au-
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thentication header field and a message body, wherein the second authentication header field carries a third
integrity digest, wherein the third integrity digest is obtained by the server by performing, after receiving the
resource access request, calculation by using a third message-digest algorithm further according to a user
password and message content; and the message body carries message content that is encrypted by using a
shared key; wherein the user password is obtained from a storage area of the server according to the user
identifier carried by the resource access request; and
decrypting the message body of the request response by using the shared key to obtain the message content,
calculating a fourth integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the message content
and the user password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest in the request
response, verifying that the request response is valid.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first authentication header field comprises a first digest calculation
parameter, wherein the first digest calculation parameter comprises the user identifier and the server identifier, and
further comprises one or a combination of several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated
key parameter; and the method further comprises:

the resource access request sent by the user terminal further comprises a first integrity digest that is calculated
by using a first message-digest algorithm according to the user password and one or a combination of several
parameters in the first digest calculation parameter;
calculating, by the server after receiving the resource access request, a second integrity digest by using a
second message-digest algorithm according to the user password of the storage area of the server and the first
digest calculation parameter, wherein the first message-digest algorithm is the same as the second message-
digest algorithm and when the first integrity digest is the same as the second integrity digest, the resource
access request is valid.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the second authentication header field in the request response further
comprises a second digest calculation parameter, and the second digest calculation parameter specifically comprises
one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier,
and a negotiated key parameter;
the calculating the third integrity digest by using the third message-digest algorithm according to the user password
and the message content specifically comprises: obtaining the third integrity digest by performing calculation by
using the third message-digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the second
digest calculation parameter; and the calculating the fourth integrity digest by using the fourth message-digest
algorithm according to the message content and the user password specifically comprises: obtaining the fourth
integrity digest by performing calculation by using the fourth message-digest algorithm according to the user pass-
word, the message content, and the second digest calculation parameter, wherein the fourth message-digest algo-
rithm is the same as the third message-digest algorithm.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the resource access request further comprises the random identifier;
the sending, by the user terminal, the resource access request specifically comprises: sending the resource access
request carrying the random identifier, wherein the random identifier is generated and stored by the user terminal
and is carried in the first digest calculation parameter; and
the receiving the request response returned by the server further comprises that the second digest calculation
parameter of the request response comprises a random identifier; and
the method further comprises verifying, by the user terminal, that the stored random identifier is the same as the
random identifier in the third digest calculation parameter carried by the request response, indicating that the request
response is not repeatedly sent.

5. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the first digest calculation parameter further comprises a first resource
version; and
the calculating the first integrity digest by using the first message-digest algorithm according to the user password
and one or a combination of several parameters in the first digest calculation parameter further comprises: further
calculating the first integrity digest by using the first resource version in the first digest calculation parameter, and
sending a resource access request carrying the first resource version; and
the method further comprises: comparing, by the server after receiving the resource access request, whether the
first resource version is the same as a second resource version stored locally on the server, where if they are the
same, the resource access request is not repeatedly sent; and
the calculating the second integrity digest by using the second message-digest algorithm according to the user
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password of the storage area of the server and the first digest calculation parameter further comprises: further
calculating the second integrity digest by using the first resource version and verifying that the resource access
request is valid.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the method further comprises:

if the first resource version carried by the resource access request turns out to be different from the second
resource version stored locally on the server, and the first integrity digest and the second integrity digest have
the same verification result, further calculating, by the server, the third integrity digest by using the second
resource version, further carrying the second resource version in the request response, and sending the request
response to the user terminal.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the shared key used by the user terminal is generated by the user terminal by using a message-digest algorithm of
a key according to the user identifier and the user password; and
the server queries a stored user password according to the user identifier carried in the resource access request,
and further calculates and generates a shared key used by the server by using the message-digest algorithm of a
key according to the user identifier and the user password.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the shared key used by the server is obtained by performing calculation according to the negotiated key parameter;
and the shared key used by the user terminal is obtained by performing calculation according to the negotiated key
parameter carried in the request response.

9. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the sending, by the user terminal, the resource access
request carrying the first authentication header field to the server further comprises:

acting as a proxy to receive the resource access request, obtain, according to the user identifier and the server
identifier in the resource access request, a protocol supported by the user terminal and the server, complete
protocol conversion of the resource access request to generate a resource access request that supports a
protocol supported by the server, and send the converted resource access request to the server.

10. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the receiving the request response returned by the server
further comprises:

acting as a proxy to receive the request response, complete protocol conversion of the request response
according to the user identifier and the server identifier in the request response to generate a request response
that supports the protocol supported by the user terminal, and send the converted request response to the user
terminal.

11. A method for securely transmitting data, comprising:

sending, by a user terminal, a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field and a message
body, wherein the first authentication header field comprises a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first
integrity digest, wherein the first integrity digest is obtained by the user terminal by performing calculation by
using a first message-digest algorithm according to a user password and message content; and the message
body carries message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; and
receiving a request response returned by a server, wherein the request response is returned by the server after
receiving the resource access request and verifying that the resource access request is valid, wherein the
verifying that the resource access request is valid specifically comprises: decrypting the message body of the
resource access request by using the shared key to obtain the message content, obtaining a corresponding
user password from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header field,
calculating a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message
content and the obtained user password, and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity
digest in the resource access request, verifying that the resource access request is valid.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the request response comprises a second authentication header field,
and the second authentication header field further comprises a second digest calculation parameter, wherein the
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second digest calculation parameter specifically comprises one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a
random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier, and a negotiated key parameter; and the method
further comprises:

receiving, by the user terminal, a request response carrying a third integrity digest, wherein the third integrity
digest is obtained by performing calculation by using a third message-digest algorithm according to the user
password and the second digest calculation parameter; and
obtaining, by the user terminal after receiving the request response, a fourth integrity digest by performing
calculation by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the second digest
calculation parameter, wherein the fourth message-digest algorithm is the same as the third message-digest
algorithm, and when the third integrity digest is the same as the fourth integrity digest, the request response is
valid.

13. The method according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the first authentication header field comprises a first digest cal-
culation parameter, the first digest calculation parameter comprises the user identifier and the server identifier, and
further comprises one or a combination of several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated
key parameter; and
that the first integrity digest is obtained by the user terminal by performing calculation by using a first message-
digest algorithm according to a user password and message content specifically comprises: the first integrity digest
is obtained by the user terminal by performing calculation by using the first message-digest algorithm according to
the user password, the message content, and the first digest calculation parameter; and
the calculating a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message
content and the user password specifically comprises: calculating the second integrity digest by using the second
message-digest algorithm according to the obtained message content, the user password, and the first digest
calculation parameter, wherein the first message-digest algorithm is the same as the second message-digest algo-
rithm.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the resource access request further comprises the random identifier;
the sending, by the user terminal, the resource access request specifically comprises: sending the resource access
request carrying the random identifier, wherein the random identifier is generated and stored by the user terminal
and is carried in the first digest calculation parameter; and
the receiving the request response returned by the server further comprises that the second digest calculation
parameter of the request response comprises a random identifier; and
the method further comprises verifying, by the user terminal, that the stored random identifier is the same as the
random identifier in the second digest calculation parameter carried by the request response, indicating that the
request response is not repeatedly sent.

15. The method according to claim 13 or 14, wherein the first digest calculation parameter comprises a first resource
version; and
that the first integrity digest is obtained by the user terminal by performing calculation by using a first message-
digest algorithm according to a user password and message content comprises: further calculating, by the user
terminal, the first integrity digest by using the first resource version in the first digest calculation parameter, and
sending a resource access request carrying the first resource version; and
the method further comprises: comparing, by the server after receiving the resource access request, whether the
first resource version is the same as a second resource version stored locally on the server, where if they are the
same, the resource access request is not repeatedly sent;
the calculating, by the server, the third integrity digest specifically comprises: completing an operation of the resource
access request, updating the second resource version to a third resource version, further calculating the third integrity
digest by using the third resource version, and sending a request response carrying the third resource version and
the third integrity digest to the user terminal; and
the obtaining a fourth integrity digest by performing calculation by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according
to the user password and the second digest calculation parameter comprises: further calculating, by the user terminal,
the fourth integrity digest by using the third resource version carried in the received request response, and when it
is verified that the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest carried in the request response,
storing the third resource version.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the method further comprises:
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if the first resource version carried by the resource access request turns out to be different from the second
resource version stored locally on the server, and the first integrity digest and the second integrity digest have
the same verification result, further calculating, by the server, the third integrity digest by using the second
resource version, further carrying the second resource version in the request response, and sending the request
response to the user terminal.

17. The method according to any one of claims 11 to 16, wherein
the shared key used by the user terminal is generated by the user terminal by using a message-digest algorithm of
a key according to the user identifier and the user password; and
the server queries a stored user password according to the user identifier carried in the resource access request,
and further calculates and generates a shared key used by the server by using the message-digest algorithm of a
key according to the user identifier and the user password.

18. The method according to any one of claims 11 to 16, wherein
the shared key used by the server is obtained by performing calculation according to the negotiated key parameter;
and the shared key used by the user terminal is obtained by performing calculation according to the negotiated key
parameter carried in the request response.

19. The method according to any one of claims 11 to 18, wherein the sending, by the user terminal, the resource access
request carrying the first authentication header field to the server specifically comprises:

acting as a proxy to receive the resource access request, obtain, according to the user identifier and the server
identifier in the resource access request, a protocol supported by the user terminal and the server, complete
protocol conversion of the resource access request to generate a resource access request that supports a
protocol supported by the server, and send the converted resource access request to the server.

20. The method according to any one of claims 11 to 19, wherein the receiving the request response returned by the
server specifically comprises:

acting as a proxy to receive the request response, complete protocol conversion of the request response
according to the user identifier and the server identifier in the request response to generate a request response
that supports the protocol supported by the user terminal, and send the converted request response to the user
terminal.

21. A user terminal, comprising:

a first sending module, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field
to a server, wherein the first authentication header field carries a user identifier and a server identifier;
a first receiving module, configured to receive a request response returned by the server and transmit the
request response to a first verifying module, wherein the request response comprises a second authentication
header field and a message body, wherein the second authentication header field carries a third integrity digest,
and the third integrity digest is obtained by the server by performing, after receiving the resource access request,
calculation by using a third message-digest algorithm further according to a user password and message content;
and the message body carries message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; wherein the user
password is obtained from a storage area of the server according to the user identifier carried by the resource
access request; and
the first verifying module, configured to generate the resource access request and transmit the resource access
request to the first sending module, and further configured to obtain the request response from the first receiving
module, decrypt the message body of the request response by using the shared key to obtain the message
content, calculate a fourth integrity digest by using a fourth message-digest algorithm according to the message
content and the user password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest in
the request response, verify that the request response is valid.

22. The terminal according to claim 21, wherein the first authentication header field carried by the resource access
request further comprises a first digest calculation parameter, wherein the first digest calculation parameter comprises
the user identifier and the server identifier, and further comprises one or a combination of several of a random
identifier, a resource access path, and a negotiated key parameter; and
the first verifying module is further configured to calculate a first integrity digest by using a first message-digest
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algorithm according to the user password and the first digest calculation parameter, and carry the first integrity digest
in the resource access request, so that the server can calculate a second integrity digest by using a second message-
digest algorithm according to the user password and the first digest calculation parameter, wherein the first message-
digest algorithm is the same as the second message-digest algorithm; and when the first integrity digest is the same
as the second integrity digest, verify that the resource access request is valid.

23. The terminal according to claim 21 or 22, wherein the second authentication header field further comprises a second
digest calculation parameter, the second digest calculation parameter specifically comprises one or a combination
of several of the user identifier, a random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier, and a negotiated
key parameter; and
the first verifying module is further configured to calculate the fourth integrity digest by using the fourth message-
digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the second digest calculation parameter.

24. The terminal according to claim 23, wherein the resource access request further carries the random identifier, and
the first verifying module is further configured to transmit the resource access request carrying the random identifier
to the first sending module, and store the random identifier; and when receiving the request response from the first
receiving module, verify whether the stored random identifier is the same as the random identifier in the second
digest calculation parameter carried by the request response, and if they are the same, verify that the request
response is not repeatedly sent.

25. A server, comprising:

a second receiving module, configured to receive a resource access request sent from a user terminal and
transmit the resource access request to a second verifying module, wherein the resource access request carries
a user identifier and a server identifier;
the second verifying module, configured to obtain a user password from a storage area of the server according
to the user identifier in the resource access request, calculate a third integrity digest by using a third message-
digest algorithm according to the user password and message content, and transmit a request response carrying
a second authentication header field and a message body to a second sending module, wherein the second
authentication header field comprises the third integrity digest, and the message body comprises message
content that is encrypted by using a shared key; and
the second sending module, configured to send the request response from the second verifying module to the
user terminal.

26. The server according to claim 25, wherein the first authentication header field carried by the resource access request
further comprises a first digest calculation parameter, and the first digest calculation parameter comprises the user
identifier and the server identifier, and further comprises one or a combination of several of a random identifier, a
resource access path, and a negotiated key parameter; and
the second verifying module is further configured to calculate a second integrity digest by using a second message-
digest algorithm according to the user password and the first digest calculation parameter, and when the first integrity
digest in the resource access request is the same as the second integrity digest, verify that the resource access
request is valid.

27. The server according to claim 26, wherein the second authentication header field in the request response further
comprises a second digest calculation parameter, and the second digest calculation parameter specifically comprises
one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier,
and a negotiated key parameter; and
the second verifying module is further configured to calculate the third integrity digest by using the third message-
digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the second digest calculation parameter.

28. The server according to claim 26 or 27, wherein when the first digest calculation parameter further comprises a first
resource version,
the second verifying module is further configured to compare whether the first resource version is the same as a
second resource version stored locally on the server, where if they are the same, the resource access request is
not repeatedly sent; and after it is verified that the resource access request is valid, transmit the request response
to the second sending module, wherein the request response further carries the first resource version.

29. A user terminal, comprising:
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a third sending module, configured to send a resource access request from a third verifying module, wherein
the resource access request carries a first authentication header field and a message body, and the first au-
thentication header field carries a user identifier, a server identifier, and a first integrity digest;
the third verifying module, configured to obtain a first integrity digest by performing calculation by using a first
message-digest algorithm according to a user password and message content, carry the first integrity digest in
the first authentication header field, encrypt the message content by using a shared key, carry the message
content in the message body, and send the resource access request carrying the first authentication header
field and the message body to the third sending module; and
a third receiving module, configured to receive and transmit a request response returned by a server to the third
verifying module.

30. The terminal according to claim 29, wherein the request response comprises a second authentication header field,
and the second authentication header field further comprises a second digest calculation parameter, wherein the
second digest calculation parameter specifically comprises one or a combination of several of a user identifier, a
random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier, and a negotiated key parameter; and
the third verifying module is further configured to: after receiving the request response, obtain a fourth integrity digest
by performing calculation according to a fourth message-digest algorithm, and when a third integrity digest in the
request response is the same as the fourth integrity digest, verify that the request response is valid.

31. The terminal according to claim 29 or 30, wherein the first authentication header field further comprises a first digest
calculation parameter, wherein the first digest calculation parameter comprises the user identifier and the server
identifier, and further comprises one or a combination of several of a random identifier, a resource access path, and
a negotiated key parameter; and
the third verifying module is further configured to obtain the first integrity digest by performing calculation by using
the first message-digest algorithm according to the user password, the message content, and the first digest cal-
culation parameter, and carry the first integrity digest in the resource access request, so that the server further, after
receiving the resource access request carrying the first integrity digest, calculates a second integrity digest by using
the user password, the message content, and the first digest calculation parameter and by using a second message-
digest algorithm, wherein the first message-digest algorithm is the same as the second message-digest algorithm;
and when the first integrity digest is the same as the second integrity digest, verifies that the resource access request
is valid.

32. The terminal according to claim 31, wherein
the third verifying module is further configured to generate and store a random identifier, and further receive a
request response that is from the server and forwarded by the third receiving module, wherein the random identifier
in the second digest calculation parameter in the request response is obtained from the first digest calculation
parameter; and
the third verifying module verifies that the stored random identifier is the same as the random identifier in the second
digest calculation parameter carried by the request response, indicating that the request response is not repeatedly
sent.

33. The terminal according to claim 31 or 32, wherein the first digest calculation parameter further comprises a first
resource version;
the third verifying module further calculates the first integrity digest by using the first resource version of the first
digest calculation parameter, wherein an initial value of the first resource version is returned by the server to the
user terminal after a resource is successfully created; and
the third verifying module stores, when it is verified that the request response is valid, a third resource version carried
in the request response returned by the server.

34. A server, comprising:

a fourth receiving module, configured to receive a resource access request sent from a user terminal, and
transmit the resource access request to a fourth verifying module, wherein the resource access request com-
prises a first authentication header field, and the first authentication header field carries a user identifier, a server
identifier, a message body, and a first integrity digest;
the fourth verifying module, configured to: after obtaining the resource access request from the fourth receiving
module, obtain message content that is encrypted by the user terminal and carried in the resource access
request, decrypt the message body of the resource access request by using a shared key to obtain the message
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content, obtain a user password from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication
header field, and calculate a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to
the message content and the obtained user password; and when the second integrity digest is the same as the
first integrity digest in the resource access request, verify that the resource access request is valid and transmit
a request response to a fourth sending module; and
the fourth sending module, configured to send the request response from the fourth verifying module to the user
terminal.

35. The server according to claim 34, wherein the first authentication header field carried by the resource access request
further comprises a first digest calculation parameter, wherein the first digest calculation parameter comprises the
user identifier and the server identifier, and further comprises one or a combination of several of a random identifier,
a resource access path, and a negotiated key parameter; and
the fourth verifying module is further configured to calculate the second integrity digest by using the second message-
digest algorithm according to the message content, the user password, and the first digest calculation parameter,
and when the first integrity digest is the same as the second integrity digest, verify that the resource access request
is valid, wherein the first message-digest algorithm is the same as the second message-digest algorithm.

36. The server according to claim 34 or 35, wherein the request response carries a second authentication header field,
and the second authentication header field further comprises a second digest calculation parameter, wherein the
second digest calculation parameter specifically comprises one or a combination of several of a user identifier a
random identifier, a resource access path, a server identifier, and a negotiated key parameter; and
the fourth verifying module is further configured to calculate a third integrity digest by using a third message-digest
algorithm according to the user password and the second digest calculation parameter, and carry the third integrity
digest in the request response, so that the user terminal may calculate a fourth integrity digest by using a fourth
message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the second digest calculation parameter, and when
the fourth integrity digest is the same as the third integrity digest, verify that the request response is valid.

37. The server according to claim 36, wherein when the first digest calculation parameter further carries a first resource
version,
the fourth verifying module is further configured to compare whether the first resource version is the same as a
second resource version stored locally on the server, and if they are the same, the resource access request is not
repeatedly sent; and after it is verified that the resource access request is valid, complete an operation of the resource
access request, update the second resource version to a third resource version, and further calculate the third
integrity digest by using the third resource version.

38. A system for securely transmitting data, comprising:

a user terminal, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field to a
server, wherein the first authentication header field comprises a user identifier and a server identifier; and further
configured to receive a request response and decrypt a message body of the request response by using a
shared key to obtain message content, calculate a fourth integrity digest according to the message content and
a user password, and when the fourth integrity digest is the same as a third integrity digest in the request
response, verify that the request response is valid; and
the server, configured to receive the resource access request, obtain the third integrity digest by performing
calculation by using a third message-digest algorithm according to the user password and the message content
and carry the third integrity digest in a second authentication header field; encrypt the message content by using
the shared key and carry the message content in the message body; wherein the user password is obtained
from a storage area of the server by using the user identifier carried by the resource access request, and the
message content is obtained by the server after completing an operation of the resource access request; and
send the request response carrying the second authentication header field and the message body to the user
terminal.

39. The system according to claim 38, further comprising a proxy apparatus, wherein the proxy apparatus is configured
to receive the resource access request from the user terminal, obtain, according to the user identifier and the server
identifier in the resource access request, a protocol supported by the user terminal and the server, complete protocol
conversion of the resource access request to generate a resource access request that supports a protocol supported
by the server, and send the converted resource access request to the server; and
the proxy apparatus is further configured to receive the request response from the server, complete protocol con-
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version of the request response according to the user identifier and the server identifier in the request response to
generate a request response that supports the protocol supported by the user terminal, and send the converted
request response to the user terminal.

40. A system for securely transmitting data, comprising:

a user terminal, configured to send a resource access request carrying a first authentication header field and
a message body, wherein the first authentication header field comprises a user identifier, a server identifier,
and a first integrity digest, wherein the first integrity digest is obtained by the user terminal by performing
calculation by using a first message-digest algorithm according to a user password and message content; and
the message body carries message content that is encrypted by using a shared key; and further configured to
receive a request response returned by a server; and
the server, configured to receive the resource access request sent from the user terminal, decrypt the message
body of the resource access request by using the shared key to obtain the message content, obtain the user
password from a storage area according to the user identifier in the first authentication header field, calculate
a second integrity digest by using a second message-digest algorithm according to the message content and
the obtained user password, and when the second integrity digest is the same as the first integrity digest in the
resource access request, verify that the resource access request is valid and return the request response to
the user terminal.

41. The system according to claim 40, further comprising a proxy apparatus, wherein the proxy apparatus is configured
to receive the resource access request from the user terminal, obtain, according to the user identifier and the server
identifier in the resource access request, a protocol supported by the user terminal and the server, complete protocol
conversion of the resource access request to generate a resource access request that supports a protocol supported
by the server, and send the converted resource access request to the server; and
the proxy apparatus receives the request response from the server, completes protocol conversion of the request
response according to the user identifier and the server identifier in the request response to generate a request
response that supports the protocol supported by the user terminal, and sends the converted request response to
the user terminal.
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